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Magnetic tweezers are mainly divided into two classes depending on the ability of applying torque
or forces to the magnetic probe. We focused on the second category and designed a device composed
by a single electromagnet equipped with a core having a special asymmetric profile to exert forces
as large as 230 pN–2.8 µm Dynabeads at distances in excess of 100 µm from the magnetic tip.
Compared to existing solutions our magnetic tweezers overcome important limitations, opening new
experimental paths for the study of a wide range of materials in a variety of biophysical research
settings. We discuss the benefits and drawbacks of different magnet core characteristics, which led
us to design the current core profile. To demonstrate the usefulness of our magnetic tweezers, we
determined the microrheological properties inside embryos of Drosophila melanogaster during the
syncytial stage. Measurements in different locations along the dorsal-ventral axis of the embryos
showed little variation, with a slight increase in cytoplasm viscosity at the periphery of the embryos.
The mean cytoplasm viscosity we obtain by active force exertion inside the embryos is comparable
to that determined passively using high-speed video microrheology. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5010788

INTRODUCTION

The study of microrheological properties of living organ-
isms is often limited due to the disruptive nature of the corre-
spondingly necessary mechanical manipulation. However, by
using minimally invasive methods such as magnetic tweezers
(MT), it is possible to locally determine cytoplasmic viscoelas-
ticity inside embryos. Magnetic tweezers apply an external
magnetic field to generate a force on superparamagnetic beads.
MT are a robust force spectroscopy technique employed in
several fields to manipulate single molecules,1 as magnetic
probes inside live cells,2 to investigate mechanical properties
of biological macromolecules3–7 and cancer cells,8 to measure
biopolymer and single cell microrheology,9–12 and to study
intracellular applications13 and structure-mechanics relation-
ship in biopolymer network,14 as well as force-regulated pro-
cesses in developing embryos.15–17 The large presence of
magnetic tweezers found in the literature demonstrates the
usefulness of the method that compared to other powerful
techniques, like optical tweezers and atomic force microscopy,
presents several advantages. These include no photo-damage,
more selectivity in trapping the probe, employment of force
as large as hundreds of pN, and the capability of decoupling
the imaging from the force paths, which allows the use of
any objective lens independently of its numerical aperture.
Although MT have become a popular biophysical tool also
thanks to their versatility in applying both torques and forces,
there are still several limitations in existing solutions. The
main drawbacks include the limitation of the time response
of the system and the introduction of mechanical noise by
moving permanent magnets;14 the constraint of using at least
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two electromagnets to guarantee constant forces over the area
of interest;13 the constraint in employing long working dis-
tance objectives;9,17 and the restriction in getting high forces
at long distances from the electromagnet,9 even producing
high power.17 The necessarily short distance between bead and
magnet, imposed by the fact that pN forces can be obtained
only close to the magnetic tip, makes present setups incompat-
ible with closed chamber design for live cell imaging and also
limit the distance over which the sample can be investigated.
Moreover, for bead-core distances of only few micrometers, a
sophisticated feedback force control is necessary to ensure an
accurate constant force control. The bead movement towards
the magnet leads to a steeply increasing force. For bead-core
distances of more than 50 µm, the nonlinearity of the force-
distance relationship is instead little pronounced. Motivated
by the need to learn more about the microrheology proper-
ties of early Drosophila embryos to understand how a robust
and reproducible syncytial development occurs, we designed
MT that overcame the existing limitations and were optimized
to exert high constant forces (hundreds of pN) over extended
region (>100 µm) from the magnetic tip to explore unimpeded
the entire inside of fly embryos. Although other setups based
on permanent magnets7,12 exert forces in the same range of
our MT, the asset of being able to switch the field and hence
the force on and off easily makes our system more useful for
the type of investigations we envisage in live embryos. A fly
embryo is about 250 µm in width and 500 µm in length. There-
fore, our MT setup is not limited in applying forces at the
periphery of the embryo; rather it is able to exert conspicu-
ous forces also in the middle of the embryo, at a distance of
about 120 µm from the magnetic tip. Magnetic beads have been
injected inside embryos and used as probes for the surrounding
environment. Viscoelastic properties of the environment of the
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FIG. 1. (a) Picture of the experimen-
tal setup. Inset: The magnetic tip sitting
on a coverslide used for experiments
in fly embryos. (b) Sketch of the mag-
netic tweezers setup equipped with a
single electromagnet used to measure
the viscoelastic properties of the cyto-
plasm of Drosophila embryos during
early development.

beads have been evaluated from the analysis of the recorded
trajectory of the particles.

SETUP DESIGN

Our MT device consists of a single electromagnet,
mounted on a homemade inverted microscope, Fig. 1(a), and
having the following features:

1. Capability of applying large static constant forces of hun-
dreds of pN on micron-sized beads at distance in excess
of 100 µm from the magnetic tip;

2. generation of horizontal forces, exerted perpendicularly
to the biological sample;

3. use of any objective lens, from immersion up to long
working distance;

4. use of open chambers compatible for live cells imaging;
5. optimization of the cooling system to use coil currents

larger than 3 A.

To assure all the listed requirements, we mainly focused
on three specifications: coil parameters, cooling system layout,
and magnetic core profile.

We performed bright field microscopy by using a small
working distance objective (Olympus, 60×, 1.42 NA, oil-
immersion, PlanApo N) for force calibration and a long
working distance objective (Olympus 20×) for measure-
ments inside embryos. A 20× objective for microrheology
investigation inside embryos provides a large field of view
(275 µm × 206 µm) that allows controlling the behavior of the
overall embryo during the application of the magnetic force.
The objective was mounted on a three-axis translational stage
to set the relative position between the objective and sample.
In order to place one embryo at a time in proximity of the
magnetic tip, the position of the sample relative to the magnet
was adjusted by a further three-axis micromanipulator. Data
were recorded by a CCD camera (Stemmer, IDS UI-3250ML-
C-HQ) and acquired at a frame rate of 30 Hz. The velocities
and trajectories of the magnetic beads were determined using
a tracking plugin in Fiji.

ELECTROMAGNET AND COOLING SYSTEM LAYOUT

The electromagnet employed in our MT device consists of
a solenoid with 904 windings of 0.5 mm copper wire wrapped
around an aluminum shell. The latter houses an exchangeable

cylindrical core with a tapered tip; see Fig. 1(b). This design
allows easy replacement of cores by simply sliding them into
the electromagnet. The magnitude of the force produced by
the electromagnet (EM) is proportional to the current intensity
flowing in the coil up to the saturation of the core material.
Our power supply can provide currents ranging from 0.1 to
5 A to the coil. To guarantee reasonably high forces, while
minimizing heating of the core, we used a current value of
3.5 A for experiments in Drosophila embryos. Using a ferro-
magnetic core inside the coil, a magnetic flux density gradient
of 1100 T/m is achieved in the vicinity of the sample, which
then exerts a force of 220 pN on 2.8 µm magnetic beads present
inside the embryos. As the coil resistance is 5.3 Ω, we have to
dissipate about 65 W. An increase in temperature due to large
currents negatively affects the magnetic properties of the core,
decreases the amplitude and the gradient of the magnetic field,
and transfers heat to the biological sample affecting the exper-
imental results. Therefore, to dissipate heat, we implemented
nine 1 mm thick black aluminum fins in the electromagnet
design. Fins sprout directly from the aluminum shell, are
1 mm in thickness, and spaced by 2 mm. A fan placed in
front of the electromagnet is used to cool down these fins. In
this way, each fin is able to dissipate about 5 W, while supply-
ing 3.5 A to the coil. Under these conditions, we measured a
temperature increase of 2.5 ◦C every 15 min next to the mag-
netic tip. Since the time scale of our experiments was less than
a minute, the influence of temperature on the experimental
outcome could be neglected.

MAGNETIC CORE PROFILE

In order to apply forces in the centre of the embryo at a
distance larger than 100 µm from the magnetic tip, we com-
pared the magnetic behavior of our tweezers by changing tip
length, radius, and shape. For the material of the core, we have
chosen ARMCO iron due to its large saturation magnetization.
The diameter and length of the core are matched to the coil
parameters, i.e., a diameter of 10 mm and a length of 60 mm.

To investigate the applied force in the area of interest, we
calculated the field gradient in proximity of the magnetic tip
from the measured field distribution for different tip lengths
(17 mm and 10 mm) and radii (1 mm and 2 mm). Our experi-
ments are in good agreement with Bijamov simulation results18

and revealed a significant dependence of the gradient field on
the radius of curvature of the tip of the core. This increased
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field gradient leads to a threefold increase in force by decreas-
ing the tip radius from 2 mm to 1 mm. On the other hand,
the field gradient close to the tip did not change significantly,
when the length of the tip is increased (even by a factor of 2).

Finally, we investigated the influence of the overall shape
of the tip on the field distribution. We tapered the magnetic core
at one end to get three different tip profiles shown in Fig. 2(B):
smooth, step, and asymmetric. The tip in the smooth design
(a) has a conical shape with a gradually tapered end; the step
tip (b) has a conical shape with a step at the initial site of the
tip ending in a prominent sharpening. Finally, the asymmetric
tip (c), similar to the geometry of the nose of an airplane, was
designed to meet the requirements of our experiments. The flat
base of the tip is useful to get it near the embryo on the cover-
slip, while a convergent profile of the top part still guarantees a
high magnetic flux gradient in the area of interest. The numer-
ous advantages in using the asymmetric core profile include the
following: the possibility to employ a short working distance
objective lens, as the latter can be moved unimpeded under-
neath the glass coverslip, while the magnetic tip lies over the

glass next to the embryo; the capability of applying horizontal
forces perpendicular to the sample that reveal themselves very
convenient for tracking analysis as no other components must
be considered; the capability of exerting constant forces by
using only a single electromagnet, thanks to both the special
asymmetric shape of the tip that allows us to work at long bead-
core distances, where the nonlinearity of the force-distance
relationship is little pronounced, and the big cross section of
the tip (1 mm) that generates a slowly decreasing magnetic field
gradient compared to other solutions in which the tip size is
usually one hundred times smaller; and therefore to guarantee
constant forces, two electromagnets facing each other at 180◦

must be employed.13 Figure 2(A) summarizes the magnetic
field magnitude as a function of the current for the different
tip profiles. The magnetic field has been measured by putting
a Hall probe in contact with the magnetic tip. As can be seen
in the picture, differences in tip geometry affect the magnitude
of the resulting magnetic field. Our experiments revealed that
an iron core with an asymmetric profile and a current of 3.5 A
generates a magnetic field of 600 mT. The resulting force at a

FIG. 2. (A) Saturation curves for different core profiles. (B) Suitable profiles for the magnetic tip. From right to left: Smooth (a), step (b), and asymmetric profiles
(c). (C) Force calibration curves of 2.8 µm Dynabeads for different current values.
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distance of 110 µm from the tip is approximately 230 pN on
2.8 µm superparamagnetic Dynabeads.

FORCE CALIBRATION

A force calibration procedure is required to determine the
force as a function of the distance from the magnetic tip. The
force magnitude is also a function of the magnetic particle used
and the electric current in the coil.19 To calibrate our magnetic
tweezers, we filled a borosilicate glass capillary (square cross
section, outer width of 500 µm, and wall thickness of 100 µm)
with 2.8 µm Dynabeads diluted in a solution of 70% glyc-
erol in water. In order to delay the onset of fluid flow during
calibration, the density of the magnetic beads was kept very
low by spacing them at least 10 diameters from each other. In
Fig. 2(C), the corresponding measurements of the force cali-
brations are shown for different currents used for the iron core
with the asymmetric profile. Each curve is obtained by track-
ing the bead location relative to the magnetic tip through a
stationary fluid of known viscosity and using viscous friction
for a spherical particle F = 6πηrv, where r is the radius of the
bead and η is the viscosity of the fluid. By tracking the dis-
placement of a bead subjected to a magnetic force, the velocity
versus position dependence can be obtained.

BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

Drosophila melanogaster is a versatile model organism
used to study a broad range of phenomena including embry-
onic development.20,21 The early development of Drosophila
embryos occurs in a syncytium, a single cell containing multi-
ple nuclei that form by 13 division cycles. During the first nine
cycles, the nuclei are located in the center of the embryo, while
after coordinated nuclear migration the last four cycles mainly
take place at its periphery. Subsequently, cellularization sep-
arates these peripheral nuclei into individual cells. Syncytial
stages are critical for Drosophila embryonic pattering and the
subsequent cellularization of the embryo. Cytoplasmic proper-
ties of the developing syncytium play a critical role by spacing
out cellular constituents like nuclei or mitochondria22 and also
by modulating the diffusion of key patterning mRNAs and pro-
teins.23 Knowing the biophysical properties of the syncytium is
thus needed to understand how robust, reproducible syncytial
development occurs.24

EMBRYO PREPARATION AND INJECTION

The fly strain used in this study was homozygous for
sqh:Sqh:GFP, a transgene that encodes GFP fused to the non-
muscle myosin II regulatory light chain spaghetti-squash (sqh)
as described in Ref. 25. Collected embryos were oriented such
that they aligned with the anterior-posterior axis parallel to
the long axis of the coverslip and with their dorsal side fac-
ing the coverslip. The mounted embryos were desiccated at
21 ◦C in the open for 10-15 min to reduce the inside hydro-
static pressure. This avoids embryo leaking when penetrated
with the needle. Embryos were then injected with superpara-
magnetic beads (Dynabeads M-270, Life Technologies AS,

Norway). These were 2.8 µm in diameter and composed of
highly cross-linked polystyrene with 34% magnetic material
precipitated in the pores26 To avoid bead aggregation, 1 mg of
beads (∼109 beads) was incubated for 15 min with 5 µl Tween-
20 diluted in 5 ml of de-ionized water. The beads were then
washed with de-ionized water 3 times. For the final injection,
beads were re-suspended in 200 µl of de-ionized water.

Injections were carried out using an upright Zeiss Axiovert
X35 microscope equipped with a Narishige MO-11 injec-
tion manipulator (Narishige Scientific Instrument Lab, Japan).
About 5 min after injection, the glass slide with the injected
embryos was placed on a permanent magnet. This pulled the
beads closer to the dorsal surface of the embryo, allowing bet-
ter visualization and confirmation of injection success. In each
embryo we often found more than one useful bead for analy-
sis, as after injection beads are spread inside the entire embryo,
although only those beads that were spaced at least 10 bead
diameters each other were considered for further manipulation.

VISCOSITY IN DIFFERENT REGIONS OF THE EMBRYO

We applied a constant current of 3.5 A to the coil to exert
a force of about 220 pN on 2.8 µm beads as obtained from
the calibration discussed above. Given the method of injec-
tion of particles and the corresponding dilution within the
embryo, we did not always observe single beads inside the
injected embryos. We often saw clusters of beads. However
we excluded these clusters and only single beads were con-
sidered for data analysis. This corresponds to a data set of 51
single beads, which were pulled with a constant force inside the
embryo at different places as well as inside different embryos.
Figure 3 shows a typical field of view and the trace of one single
bead pulled inside the embryo. To investigate the heterogene-
ity of the embryo in greater detail, we used beads injected in
three different regions: the center of the embryo, correspond-
ing to a distance range of about 60-140 µm from the magnetic
tip, the periphery of the embryo, and center-periphery, which
lies between the center and periphery. To exclude any hydro-
dynamic boundary effects, we defined the periphery of the

FIG. 3. Trace of a 2.8 µm bead pulled with a constant magnetic force inside
a fly embryo. The field of view is 275 µm × 206 µm.
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TABLE I: Velocity ranges of single beads injected in different regions along
the dorsal-ventral axis of the embryos. Viscosity values in different regions
have been calculated by using the Stokes’ law.

Embryo regions

Velocity ranges Center Center-periphery Periphery

0-5 µm/s 14 9 5
5-10 µm/s 9 5 4
10-15 µm/s 3 1 1
v mean (µm/s)a 5.4 ± 0.7 4.9 ± 0.8 4.8 ± 1.0
ηmean (Pa s)b 0.70 ± 0.1 0.78 ± 0.12 0.79 ± 0.16

amean velocity of the beads.
bmean viscosity of the cytoplasm.

embryo as a distance of at least 10 µm from the embryo
edge, but no deeper than 30 µm toward the center. Data are
reported in Table I. Single beads displayed a mean velocity of
5.4± 0.7 µm/s in the center of the embryo, 4.9± 0.8 µm/s in the
center-periphery region, and 4.8 ± 1.0 µm/s in the periphery.
The velocities in the center-periphery regions are similar on
either side of the embryo center, while at the periphery next
to the magnetic tip they are 15% higher compared to the
periphery at the opposite side, due to the distance depen-
dence of the magnetic tweezers. All velocities have been
averaged in the above-mentioned results and the errors cor-
respond to standard errors of the mean. Given these velocities
of single beads and the corresponding applied force from
the calibration curves, we obtain the viscosity of the cyto-
plasm again by assuming viscous friction acting on the parti-
cles inside the cytoplasm. The mean viscosity is found to be
0.70 ± 0.1 Pa s in the center region, 0.78 ± 0.12 Pa s in the
center-periphery region, and 0.79 ± 0.16 Pa s in the periph-
ery of the embryo. This means that the interior of the embryo
is about three orders of magnitude more viscous than water.
Our results are similar to cytoplasm viscosity measured in
Caenorhabditis elegans embryos27 and Astropecten aranci-
acus starfish oocytes.28 They are also comparable to the mea-
sured viscous and elastic moduli of the Drosophila embryo
cytoplasm using high-speed video microrheology29 and mag-
netic field.17 Wessel et al. calculated a value of 1.08 Pa for
the viscous modulus at intermediate distances (5–40 µm) to
the nuclear layer. The slight discrepancy between our results
and theirs can be explained by the fact that we used an active
technique in which forces were applied differently from the
passive tracking approach used by them.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study was twofold: to design magnetic
tweezers that were optimized in terms of performance com-
pared to existing devices and at the same time that would allow
us to study the microrheological properties within Drosophila
early embryos. As the overall magnitude of the magnetic field
is affected by the size and by the magnetic susceptibility of the
magnetic core, while the field distribution depends on the local
magnet geometry, we tested different core sizes and profiles to
determine our final design. The MT we designed are composed
of one single electromagnet equipped with an iron core hav-
ing a special asymmetric profile. This design leads to several

advantages over existing solutions including the application of
large forces over long distances from the magnetic tip, the use
of short working distance objective, the possibility to approach
the magnetic tip in proximity of the biological sample still
applying horizontal forces, and the capability of exerting con-
stant forces by using only a single electromagnet. Our MT are
not only specifically adapted for applications in Drosophila
embryos; indeed the capability of applying hundreds of pN
forces to 2.8 µm Dynabeads over distances in excess of 100 µm
from the magnetic tip is an interesting feature for many experi-
ments in which the distance-force compromise is a limitation.
Our MT experiments consisted of transient magnetic force
application to 2.8 µm superparamagnetic beads injected into
syncytial blastoderm embryos. Our results showed that the
cytoplasm is highly viscous with a viscosity mean value of
0.75 Pa s, where the viscosity increases by about 13% toward
the embryo periphery.
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